A Review of Closed-Loop Algorithms for Glycemic Control in the Treatment of Type 1 Diabetes
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Abstract: With the discovery of insulin came a deeper understanding of therapeutic options for one of the most devastating chronic diseases of the modern era, diabetes mellitus. The use of insulin in the treatment of diabetes, especially in those with severe insulin deficiency (type 1 diabetes), with multiple injections or continuous subcutaneous infusion, has been largely successful, but the risk for short term and long term complications remains substantial. Insulin treatment decisions are based on the patient’s knowledge of meal size, exercise plans and the intermittent knowledge of blood glucose values. As such, these are open loop methods that require human input. The idea of closed loop control of diabetes treatment is quite different: automated control of a device that delivers insulin (and possibly glucagon or other medications) and is based on continuous or very frequent glucose measurements. Closed loop insulin control for type 1 diabetes is not new but is far from optimized. The goal of such a system is to avoid short-term complications (hypoglycemia) and long-term complications (diseases of the eyes, kidneys, nerves and cardiovascular system) by mimicking the normal insulin secretion pattern of the pancreatic beta cell.

A control system for automated diabetes treatment consists of three major components, (1) a glucose sensing device that serves as the afferent limb of the system; (2) an automated control unit that uses algorithms which acquires sensor input and generates treatment outputs; and (3) a drug delivery device (primarily for delivery of insulin), which serves as the system’s efferent limb.
There are several major issues that highlight the difficulty of interacting with the complex unknowns of the biological world. For example, development of accurate continuous glucose monitors is crucial; the state of the art in 2009 is that such devices sometimes experience drift and are intended only to supplement information received from standard intermittent blood glucose data. In addition, it is important to acknowledge that an “automated” closed loop pancreas cannot approach the complexity of the normal human endocrine pancreas, which takes continuous data from substrates, hormones, paracrine compounds and autonomic neural inputs, and in response, secretes four hormones. Another major issue is the substantial absorption/action delay of insulin given by the subcutaneous route. Because of this delay, some researchers have recently given a portion of the meal-related insulin in an open loop manner before the meal and found this hybrid approach to be superior to closed loop control.

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) systems adapted from the industrial sector utilize control algorithms that alter output based on proportional (difference between actual and target levels), derivative (rate of change) and integral (time-related summative) errors in glucose. These algorithms have proven to be very promising in limited clinical trials. Related algorithms include a “fading memory” system that combines the proportional-derivative components of a classic PID system with time-relating decay of input signals that allow greater emphasis on more recent glucose values, a characteristic noted in mammalian beta-cells.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) systems are highly adaptive methods that utilize mathematical models based on observations of biological behavior patterns using system identification and are now undergoing testing in humans. The application of further mathematical models, such as fuzzy control and artificial neural networks, are also promising, but are largely clinically untested.

In summary, the prospects for closed loop control of glycemia in persons with diabetes have improved considerably. Major limitations include the delayed absorption/action of subcutaneous insulin and the imperfect stability of currently-available continuous glucose sensors. The potential for improved glycemic control in persons with diabetes brings with it the potential for reduction in the frequency of acute and chronic complications of diabetes.
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1. Introduction

Since its discovery in 1921, insulin has proven to be one of the medical community’s greatest weapons against the growing scourge of diabetes mellitus. One of the largest burdens in terms of morbidity and mortality in the Western world, its prevalence is also rising in Asia and India. Diabetes creates a huge financial burden in terms of illness and through lost work hours [1]. Acute and chronic complications of diabetes are common; diabetes is the most common cause of (a) kidney failure, (b)
blindness in adults under the age of 65 and (c) non-traumatic limb amputation. Chronically elevated blood glucose predisposes to these chronic complications [2].

Type 1 diabetes mellitus is a disease that is characterized by autoimmune destruction of the pancreas’ islet beta cells and often presents at an early age. Type 1 diabetes eventually leaves the patient completely insulin deficient, thus generating a risk for diabetic ketoacidosis. Historically, before the discovery of insulin, many patients with type 1 diabetes were confined to hospital wards with little hope of recovery from the ketoacidotic state. Later, the discovery of insulin allowed rapid recovery from comatose states [3].

Today, the management of type 1 diabetes remains a challenge, despite commercially-available recombinant human insulin and its analogs. In addition to the loss of insulin, many persons with type 1 diabetes have insufficient release of the counter-regulatory hormone glucagon, leading to a propensity for prolonged hypoglycemia during insulin treatment. This issue appears to be a greater problem in persons who suffer repeated bouts of hypoglycemia and can be improved by assiduously avoiding hypoglycemia. Due to endogenous endocrine pancreatic dysregulation, tight glycemic control with subcutaneous depot insulin regimens and subcutaneous infusion pump treatment often eludes even the most experienced diabetologist. Though these treatments have greatly enhanced diabetes care over the last few decades [2], hypoglycemia remains a very commonly encountered barrier to intensive control [2, 4].

Continuous insulin infusion using traditional pump technology requires input of pre-determined basal and bolus delivery rates, insulin sensitivity (correction) factors and insulin to carbohydrate ratios. Capillary glucose monitoring must be carried out four to six times per day for use as the basis of insulin dosage calculations. With such “open-loop” systems, the susceptibility to abnormally high or low glucose values is quite high. For this reason, the concept of closed loop glycemic control, in which continuous glucose monitoring is coupled to a fully automated insulin delivery device, without human input, has been an attractive idea. Patients would welcome the freedom from the need to make insulin dosing decisions many times per day. Preliminary studies using closed loop treatment have been shown to lead to improved diabetes control [5, 6].

The present article reviews the history, structure and clinical applicability of commonly used control algorithms in modern closed loop insulin-delivery systems.

2. History of Closed Loop Systems

Over the last half century, automated systems for delivery of insulin have been a topic of much interest, envisioned as an intelligent treatment paradigm for the insulin-deficient patient. The concept of an artificial pancreas and the evolving algorithms during this time parallel the rise of the electronic, digitized computer age. The control of blood glucose levels has been likened to industrial processes in which a monitoring system (glucose sensor) evaluates an input (glucose levels) and uses a control system (e.g. algorithm programmed into a computer) to predictably control the output of that system (insulin infusion rate, see figure 1).
This system of artificially maintaining glycemic control requires three main components:
1. Glucose sensing device (continuous or very frequent)
2. Control device for analyzing blood glucose data and computing insulin dosing (computer or microprocessor)
3. Insulin delivery device (usually a subcutaneous mechanical pump, potentially an implantable pump)

**Figure 1.** Principles of control systems applied to glycemic control.

Only within the last decade have continuous glucose sensing devices (the afferent limb of a closed loop system) been approved by regulatory agencies after overcoming accuracy and stability issues. Three currently-available models which are inserted into subcutaneous tissue have been approved in the USA due to success in clinical trials (Medtronic Guardian or Paradigm, Dexcom Seven, and Abbott Navigator). A fourth, the Gluco-Day sensor, a microdialysis device (Menarini), is approved in parts of Europe. Even without closed loop control, a recent 6-month study found that usage of these devices led to a substantial improvement in hemoglobin A1C without an increase in hypoglycemic episodes in persons with Type 1 diabetes [7]. Intravenous (IV) glucose sensors have been investigated in smaller trials [8] but IV devices are not typically used. In contrast to subcutaneous sensors, intravenous sensors are accompanied by more severe risks such as thrombosis, embolization, and intravascular infection.

There have also been advances in insulin pump technology over the past 2 decades. Commercially- available insulin pumps deliver insulin by the subcutaneous route, though intraperitoneal delivery (leading to faster absorption and action than subcutaneous) is being studied in limited research settings [8]. Nonetheless, subcutaneous insulin delivery does not compare favorably with the physiological secretion of beta-cells directly into the blood stream, and confers risks when used in the setting of closed-loop management. For example, delay of subcutaneous insulin absorption and action, even with
fast-acting analog insulin, constitutes a fundamental problem of most closed loop systems in persons with diabetes: the efferent delay. Specifically, elevated glucose levels after meals due to this delay lead to late and often excessive insulin delivery, leading in turn to hypoglycemia (overcorrection hypoglycemia). Stated in engineering terminology, there is an instability characterized by large oscillations in the controlled variable (glucose) due to marked efferent delay. Recently, a “semi-closed loop” or “hybrid” system involving open-loop insulin delivery before meals has been shown to lead to tighter glycemic control than fully closed loop treatment [9]. The attractiveness of a hybrid system rests on the well-known delay between administration of subcutaneous fast-acting insulin and its action. Insulin given before the meal in this fashion can be thought of as “anticipatory” rather than reactive.

There have been multiple mathematical concepts with initial linear equations using first-order dynamics utilized in algorithms for closed loop glycemic control [10]. These early concepts could not be fully tested in animal or human studies and were rudimentary in terms of their ability to control blood glucose. Over the years, there came a clear need for models of glucose-insulin interaction that described the dynamics of carbohydrate homeostasis. A very early concept, Bolie’s two-compartment model [10], gave way to Cerasi’s three-compartment model [11, 12]. Later, the Bergman/Cobelli well-known minimal model of carbohydrate metabolism was published [13], and continues to provide an important contribution to some closed loop algorithms. This model generates indices of insulin action and insulin secretion and utilizes frequent glucose and insulin measurements during glucose clamp testing or intravenous glucose tolerance testing. It assumes a closed-loop relationship between glucose, insulin secretion and insulin action between a single glucose compartment and two insulin compartments [13]. It has been instrumental in defining the disposition index, a constant product of insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion [14]. Cobelli et al have modified the original model in order to improve the accuracy of estimating insulin action and glucose secretory characteristics [15].

The ultimate role of any insulin delivery system is provision of insulin in a manner mirroring, as closely as possible, the human beta-cell. Beta-cell physiology and pathophysiology is an important topic of research and recent work emphasizes the acute effects of incretins and the chronic effects of amyloid [16]. Earlier beta cell reviews were silent on these issues and instead emphasized the many hormonal and non-hormonal input signals which regulate pancreatic insulin secretion [17].

These reviews of pancreatic beta cell secretion reveal something very important to this discussion. The strongest single regulatory factor affecting beta-cell insulin secretion is the concentration of glucose. Nonetheless, there are many other important input factors, including other pancreatic hormones, pituitary hormones, autonomic neural signals, paracrine compounds, catecholamines, other stress hormones, intestinal hormones such as glucagon-like polypeptide 1 (GLP-1), and even autocrine effects. For this reason, it is important that the reader understand how unlikely it is to achieve perfect glycemic control by using glucose concentration as the sole input for insulin delivery. Indeed, the term artificial pancreas is a presumptuous misnomer. It is impossible to perfectly replicate natural beta-cell control of insulin secretion in any one individual. Although perfection cannot be the goal, creation of an artificial pancreas (or “automated pancreas”) is still an important and laudable goal, given the potential to decrease acute and chronic diabetes complications.
3. Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) Algorithms

PID algorithms are offshoots of proportional derivative (PD) systems. A PD system from the company Nikkiso, in Japan, is used in hospital settings with continuous glucose monitoring, in order to control glucose. Garry Steil and his colleagues have been instrumental in conceptualizing and testing PID algorithms for closed loop control. Before examining their data, it will be instructive to review the fundamentals of PID control, an engineering concept which has been widely used in industrial settings [18, 19]. Regarding closed loop treatment of diabetes, the PID control system has recently shown great success, especially when a portion of the estimated meal insulin is given before the meal. Weinzimer et al, in their recent publication, were able to show a significant difference in glycemic control between a fully-closed loop (FCL) insulin delivery system under PID control and a hybrid closed-loop (HCL) control system in which ~25–50% of a calculated pre-meal insulin dose was given before meals under the same PID control (mean glucose levels: 135 ± 45 mg/dl HCL vs 141 ± 55 mg/l FCL; peak post-prandial glucose levels averaged 194 ± 47 mg/dl HCL vs 226 ± 51 mg/dl FCL) [7].

It is important to understand the three elements of the PID system. In the setting of diabetes control, it can be easily appreciated that one needs to give more insulin as glucose concentration rises (and is further away from the target). In other words, the dose of insulin is directly related to the proportional error (current glucose minus target glucose). This element is termed the proportional factor.

The derivative element is based on the rate of change. Assume that Patient A and Patient B have glucose values of 150 mg/dl (and the target is 100 mg/dl). Also, assume the Patient A’s glucose level is rising at a rate of 1 mg/dl per minute and Patient B’s glucose is rising at a rate of 2 mg/dl per minute. Despite the same proportional error, Patient B, with a rate of 2 mg/dl, should get a higher dose of insulin given the more rapid glucose rise. It should be noted that derivative elements are very susceptible to noise (e.g. artifactual spikes in the glucose data). For this reason, it is often preferable to use a low-pass filter for the raw data before putting it into the algorithm that computes insulin delivery based on derivative error.

The integral change is perhaps more difficult to understand and is based on glucose concentration over a time duration. Assume that two patients have a current glucose concentration of 200 mg/dl and the rate of change over the last 10 minutes is zero. Thus, their proportional and derivative factors are identical. However, Patient A has been at 200 mg/dl for 3 hours and Patient B has been at 200 mg/dl for only 20 minutes (prior to this, B’s glucose level was lower). One can see that, despite insulin delivery for many hours, Patient A’s glucose has not changed, i.e. this patient is proving to be quite insulin resistant. If one integrates the glucose concentration over (say) the last 5 hours, it can be seen that the integrated area is much greater for A than B, thus requiring a larger insulin dose for A. This is the concept of the integral component.

Steil et al have argued quite convincingly that the pancreatic islet is also controlled by proportional, derivative, and integral factors [20]. Assume an abrupt step increase in glucose. The initial rapid rise in pancreatic insulin release (within the first 5-10 min) is termed the first phase response and is related primarily to the rapid rate of change (derivative component). The slower rise that persists for as long as glucose is elevated is termed the second phase response and is analogous to the proportional element (if the step change is held at 250 mg/dl, the second phase secretion will be greater than if the change is held at 150). It should also be noted that the pancreatic beta cell employs something like an integral
component during second phase secretion: insulin secretion after 3 hours of elevated glucose at a fixed level is greater than insulin secretion after only 1 hour at the same glucose level. Also included in the concept of the integral component is the concept of basal insulin, a low level of insulin that continues to be secreted at normal glucose levels even in the absence of meals. Basal insulin is important for normal glucose tolerance.

While the PID concepts are relatively straightforward, system optimization can be difficult; for this reason, some degree of tuning is necessary. While experience is certainly valuable, a formal tuning process such as the Ziegler-Nichols method may be necessary [21]. Other tuning processes include the Hermite-Biehler and Cohen-Coon methods [22]. Another helpful tool in tuning a PID system is output ramping. If there are step discontinuities in outputs, the output can be gradually moved to the new specified value.

With any PID control algorithm (and its relatives: see Fading Memory Proportional Derivative [FMPD] algorithm below), an important rule is that extensive computer simulation and/or animal studies must take place before deployment in humans. Such testing includes the concept of treatment limits. For example, should PID simulation, under some test conditions, call for subcutaneous fast analog insulin at a rate of 500 units per hour, discussion with experienced, skilled clinicians would reveal that such a large infusion rate is irrational and could likely lead to profound hypoglycemia (e.g. coma, seizure or death). Several choices present themselves at this juncture: create a limit on the insulin delivery rate or change the settings of the algorithm so that such very high insulin rates are never called for. The concept of creating a mathematical algorithm that mimics human experts in the field is known as creating an “expert system.” The reasoning power of an expert human brain should not be underestimated. Using a computer does not in any way ensure superiority to the human brain, though there are two advantages to the computer: (1) given a set of inputs, it will calculate the output exactly the same way with the same result every time, and (2) it can create an output based on programmed calculations based on complex information obtained from many sources. Despite these advantages of computers, our clinical studies philosophy is that a trained diabetes specialist should be at the bedside for all closed loop control studies in persons with diabetes, at least until initial studies have been completed and validated.

4. Model Predictive Control Algorithms

Also referred to as moving horizon or receding horizon control, model predictive control (MPC) is a form of control in which the current control action is obtained by solving, at each sampling point, a finite horizon optimal control problem, using the current state of the system as the initial state. This differs considerably from classic PID or other conventional algorithms that use offline control law computation; MPC systems allow parameter optimization while the algorithm is on-line and running. As a result, in a real-time continuous fashion, an MPC algorithm identifies solutions for control problems for the current state of the system and at every unit time interval, rather than providing a single solution for all points along the timeline. Also, using a finite horizon helps to provide the optimal solution for the control problem in a reasonable time frame, rather than using infinite horizon prediction, such as employed in H-infinity systems [23]. These characteristics permit MPC to control
systems with long time delays and open-loop qualities, and these characteristics are quite relevant to the management of insulin delivery for glycemic control in subjects with type 1 diabetes [24].

**Figure 2.** Model Predictive Control: The graph shows the change in actual glucose, the model-predicted change in glucose and the insulin infusion rates during three horizon segments. Upon reaching the first horizon actual glucose fails to decline to the predicted target, thus the insulin infusion rate is increased (for example by lowering the estimate for insulin sensitivity). At the second horizon, glucose has declined below the target, thus insulin infusion rate is reduced. At the third horizon on the actual glucose has reached the predicted target value and the estimate of insulin sensitivity remains unchanged.

Hovorka et al developed a compartment model of the glucoregulatory system including subsystem models of carbohydrate absorption from the gut and insulin absorption subcutaneously. The controller uses Bayesian parameter estimation to determine time-varying model parameters. A moving target trajectory facilitates slow, controlled normalization of elevated glucose levels and faster normalization of low glucose values [23]. The Advanced Insulin Infusion using a Control Loop (ADICOL) project [5] initially tested the MPC algorithms in an ‘in silico’ environment in the hopes of developing a treatment system for subjects with type 1 diabetes. In a randomized, controlled trial of 60 patients studied during cardiac surgery in surgical care units across Europe, continuous insulin infusion therapy was evaluated under control of protocol-specific guidelines versus an MPC algorithm. The MPC algorithm showed greater ability to maintain glycemic control [24]. This trial provides promising and encouraging results that suggest the potential for safe and efficient glycemic control in an intensive care setting. Further trials in both surgical and medical intensive care settings have provided similar results with MPC algorithm-controlled glucose systems [25]. The intensive care unit is an attractive location for such studies, given the close oversight of patients/subjects by health care personnel.
In terms of the concepts used in this and other MPC studies, it is important to note that MPC is an adaptive system and adapts itself to the input-output relationship observed during tight glucose control. That is, an incoming glucose measurement is used by the model to update model parameters such as insulin sensitivity, in view of previously administered insulin and glucose intake. MPC used in the setting of intravenous (IV) insulin delivery is simpler than the setting of subcutaneous insulin due to the fact that a submodel describing insulin absorption from the subcutaneous depot is not needed. Nonetheless, the use of closed loop control in the hospital setting, even with IV insulin, there is marked variability among subjects in insulin sensitivity and insulin requirements based on confounding variables such as infection, physiological stress, fever, and comorbidities. The MPC glucoregulatory model determines the optimum insulin infusion rate that is expected to achieve the target glucose concentration. The outputs include insulin infusion rates that are expected, based on model predictions, to result in the target glucose concentration over a period of several hours. In is also possible to determine the frequency of glucose sampling in this method; if the glucose prediction crosses a border indicating unacceptable bounds, the MPC can suggest an additional (early) sample to be taken [24]. Glucose concentration, insulin dosage, and carbohydrate intake are some of the input variables that can be used in MPC. The insulin infusion rate and the time of the next glucose sample are the outputs in the Hovorka studies.

Kovatchev, Cobelli, and their colleagues have been instrumental in their adaptation of MPC to management of patients with type 1 diabetes by validating an MPC glucose control system utilizing an in silico model. Based upon data obtained from over 200 subjects [27], this population model was then modified to describe a patient population of persons with type 1 diabetes from which individual models of virtual patients could be extracted for running a computer simulated trial [26]. This in silico study effectively highlighted the fact that MPC systems improved glucose regulation over classical PID systems in limiting the oscillation of glucose levels. Moreover, through the recent efforts of the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF), the University of Virginia and the Universities of Padova, Pavia and Montpellier, an in silico simulator for testing closed-loop algorithms is being used by the JDRF Artificial Pancreas Consortium members. A description of this in silico simulator (now based on a cohort of 300 patients with diabetes, including adults, adolescents and children) was just recently published in 2009 [27] and it has been accepted by the US Food and Drug Administration as a substitute to animal trials in the preclinical testing of closed-loop control strategies.

For more information about the mathematics of MPC systems, including many non-medical applications, we recommend to the reader a review by Mayne et al [28].

5. Fading Memory Proportional Derivative Algorithm

Our group has investigated an algorithm that is related to the PID control system, without the integration component. Instead of using integration to arrive at a basal and duration-related insulin delivery rates, it applies a “fading memory” of the proportional and derivative components in order to utilize the time duration of abnormal glycemia. For example, in the setting of prolonged elevation of glucose level, the algorithm does not integrate a glucose area. Instead, it applies a decay calculation so that the more recent information has a greater effect on the output than more remote information. In so doing, if glucose levels are found to be elevated over several hours, insulin delivery is increased to a
higher rate than if glucose had been elevated only for a few minutes. However, a prolonged glucose level elevation that occurred two days previously is not relevant and does not increase the insulin delivery rate, due to the fact that the memory has completely “faded”. This method has been applied to rats with type 1 diabetes with good success [29, 30]. During in vivo studies, there is a “priming” effect indicating that the pancreatic beta cell keeps a memory of prior glycemic levels, though that memory clearly fades over time [31].

Figure 3. A comparison of insulin infusion rates based only on the proportional error (IIR, PE) vs IIR based on a fading memory of PE (IIR, FMPE). When glucose is elevated to 200, note that if the IIR is based only on PE, the IIR remains steady throughout the duration of elevated glucose; but the IIR based on fading memory of PE adapts by continuing to increase the IIT during the period of hyperglycemia. The FMPD algorithm also adjusts the IIR according to a fading memory of the derivative error (not shown here). Also not shown are the basal infusion rates and glucagon infusions (using different gain factors) based on fading memories of proportional and derivative errors.

Using an FMPD approach, our group found that in animals, the use of intravenous insulin was remarkably successful in controlling glycemia [30]. When subcutaneous insulin with FMPD was used instead, the glycemic control was also successful [29], though less optimal than with IV insulin. The efferent delay of fast-acting analog insulin is assumed to be the explanation for this difference.

The following section gives the specific FMPD algorithm equations that our group used for computing insulin delivery in a recent closed loop study in rats with type 1 diabetes [32].
The definitions/abbreviations used in FMPD calculations are as follows:
1. \(PE = \) proportional error, equal to the glucose level minus the goal glucose.
2. \(DE = \) derivative error (the “goal” derivative is zero, so the derivative is equal to the derivative error).
3. \(K_{pe} = \) gain coefficient for proportional error.
4. \(K_{de} = \) gain coefficient for derivative error.
5. \(W_{pe} = \) weight given to a proportional error.
6. \(W_{de} = \) weight given to a derivative error.
7. \(\text{term}_{pe} = \) weighted proportional error term that includes the gain coefficient factor.
8. \(\text{term}_{de} = \) weighted derivative error term that included the gain coefficient factor.
9. \(Z_{pe} = \) steepness coefficient for proportional error history.
10. \(Z_{de} = \) steepness coefficient for derivative error history.
11. \(t = \) time. (Note that a \(t\) of 10 indicates 10 minutes back into history.)

The fundamental equation utilized by the FMPD is:
Insulin infusion rate = SUM of all \(\text{term}_{pe}\) values over the history segment + SUM of all \(\text{term}_{de}\) values over the same history segment
90 minutes was used as the duration of the history segment. PE and DE were measured and calculated every 5 minutes. At the current time:
\[\text{term}_{pe0} = K_{pe} \cdot PE_0 \cdot W_{pe0} \quad \text{term}_{de0} = K_{de} \cdot DE_0 \cdot W_{de0}\]
5 minutes back into history:
\[\text{term}_{pe5} = K_{pe} \cdot PE_5 \cdot W_{pe5} \quad \text{term}_{de5} = K_{de} \cdot DE_5 \cdot W_{de5}\]
The weight factors are defined as follows:
\[W_{pe} = e^{(-Z_{pe} \cdot t)} \quad W_{de} = e^{(-Z_{de} \cdot t)}\]
Thus, for these calculations made every 5 minutes, the current insulin infusion rate is equal to:
\[\text{term}_{pe0} + \text{term}_{pe5} + \text{term}_{pe10}, \text{etc}, \ldots + \text{term}_{pe90}\]
\[+ \text{term}_{de0} + \text{term}_{de5} + \text{term}_{de10}, \text{etc}, \ldots + \text{term}_{de90}\]
It can be seen that a smaller value of \(Z_{pe}\) or \(Z_{de}\) leads to more of the remote history being taken into consideration. Conversely, a larger value means that less of the remote history is utilized in the final sums of the \(\text{term}_{pe}\) or the \(\text{term}_{de}\). The values of the coefficients used in this study were:
\[K_{pe}: \ 5-7 \times 10^{-5} \quad K_{de}: \ 0.03-0.06 \quad Z_{pe}: \ 0.025 \quad Z_{de}: \ 5 \quad \text{Glucose target:} \ 100 \text{ mg/dl}\]
It should be noted that for human use, these coefficients (intended for animal studies) may need to be modified.

In the same animal study, we found that the addition of periodic glucagon administration (given by algorithm when glucose is declining and nearing the hypoglycemic range) to continuous insulin administration is more successful in animals than insulin alone [32]. Our group is now carrying out studies in humans with insulin alone vs insulin plus glucagon in our laboratory are now underway. A group headed by Edward Damiano at Boston University has presented compelling data suggesting that (1) periodic glucagon treatment in the setting of closed loop treatment is valuable and that (2) after its reconstitution, glucagon is more stable than previously thought [33]. As an important counter-regulatory hormone, glucagon is well-suited for the role proposed in the FMPD algorithm. Several studies have been able to show that glucagon significantly blunts the nadir of insulin-induced
hypoglycemia in both in patients without diabetes and in patients with type 1 diabetes [34]. In the latter
group, glucagon secretion failure often accompanies insulin deficiency, making treatment complicated
as patients become prone to hypoglycemia. In our closed-loop studies, glucagon administration limited
average nadirs of hypoglycemic episodes (99 ± 4 mg/dl with insulin plus glucagon versus 82 ± 6 with
insulin alone) [28]. This is achieved by the fast action of subcutaneously-administered glucagon, which
increases blood glucose levels within minutes of administration.

6. Other Algorithms

Additional systems are currently being investigated using computer models for blood glucose
control. H-infinity loops attempt to minimize the worst-case gain in insulin delivery by altering insulin
infusion rates from a set of pre-determined basal rates based on glucose values estimated from noisy
measurements. Simulation studies showed that the system could correct blood glucose deviation using
clinically acceptable insulin delivery rates, with the surmised advantage of reducing insulin
requirements and the effects of hyperinsulinemia [35]. However, this method employs mathematical
models that are very complex, requiring expert guidance in their management.

Fuzzy logic, on the contrary, has been used since its conception in the latter part of the last century
to assist with the processing of large amounts of data by allowing ‘partial set membership’ rather than
crisp ‘membership’ or ‘no membership’ [36]. Using this graded membership for given variables, and
defining interaction within and between them (i.e. fuzzification of crisp values), a logic circuit for
evaluation of input is created that flows through the ‘fuzzy filter’. Defuzzification provides crisp
output data that determines the response of the system to input analysis, generating feedback to the
system that can then be re-analyzed through the loop [37]. The advantage of fuzzy control systems lies
in their ability to simplify input recognition and analysis using graded, or ‘fuzzied’, parameters. Multiple input values therefore add minimal complexity overall, but increase stability considerably
[38], inherently creating fail-safes that prevent wide fluctuations in the system. These systems have
found wide applicability in other aspects of the medical field, including electro-diagnosis, control of
blood pressure during anesthesia and nutrition advice.

Neural networks have come into play as key components of insulin-delivery control systems within
the last few decades, not only as adjunctive components (e.g. assisting in model analysis) but also as
the algorithm processor itself [39]. The adaptive capability of neural networks has been assessed
within and without the medical literature, possessing remarkable self-learning and self-improving
potential. In conjunction with other control systems, as shown in a randomized prospective trial of 40
critically ill patients with diabetes [40], this potential may be realized in the setting of glucoregulation.
Hypoglycemic rates were almost half as common using a fuzzy-neural method of control compared to
conventional algorithms, with significant improvement in glycemic control overall.

In summary, it is now possible to program the thought processes of experts into a controller that
regulates the output of an insulin delivery system based on frequently-acquired glucose concentration
data. The more convenient route of insulin administration (subcutaneous) leads to a substantial efferent
delay due to its delayed absorption and action. For this reason, glucose levels are often elevated after
meals and often too low at later periods when the insulin finally exerts this effect. In subcutaneous
systems, the effect of post-prandial hyperglycemia can be mitigated by giving some of the insulin in an
open loop fashion before the meal. In addition, the late episodes of hypoglycemia can likely be minimized by the delivery of small doses of glucagon as glucose falls towards low levels. Given the personal and economic burden of diabetes mellitus, closed loop (or hybrid) systems hold great promise for reducing its acute and chronic complications.
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